Tell Me A Story

Major Belief Systems Project
GLOBAL STUDIES I - Mrs. Welgoss

Name: ______________________________

Throughout this year, we have investigated various Belief Systems that exist throughout the world. For a project, you will complete the task of creating a children’s storybook about one of the following Belief Systems:

Hinduism, Buddhism, Confucianism, Judaism, Christianity, Islam
(*You are limited to these Belief Systems only*)

Please read the following instructions and have fun creating your story!

DIRECTIONS: Choose ONE (1) of the above Belief Systems and write a children’s storybook. You must include use your Belief Systems Graphic Organizer categories when writing your story. Be sure to include all!

Requirements: The storybook must have the following . . .

1. Cover with a title
2. 2-3 sentences minimum per page
3. illustrations with color
4. a minimum of 10 pages total